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INTRODUCTION

Meaning
There can be few texts in Western literature that have generated a
greater range of interpretation than the Old Testament book, The Song
of Songs. In the 2,500 or more years of its existence, readings of it over
the centuries have ranged from, at one extreme, an evocation of
profound spiritual ecstasy to, at the other, a near-pornographic
depiction of insatiable human lust. For much of that time,
unquestionably, it has been read as a fundamentally religious text, fully
justifying its inclusion in the canon of the Old Testament. For those of
the Jewish faith, it has been seen as an allegory of the love between God
and the people of Israel. For those of the Christian, an allegory of the
relationship between Christ and his bride, the Church, or between
Christ and the souls of those who believe in him. By natural extension,
it has also been interpreted as a symbolic statement of the mystical
longing of the human soul for union with God. Yet for all the religious
power of the text, its more worldly dimensions have never been entirely
eclipsed. Politically, it has been seen as an epithalamium, celebrating the
marriage of Solomon to Pharaoh’s daughter ‒ or more generally, as a
history of God’s relationship with Israel from the Exodus to the coming
of the Messiah. It has been construed as a poem about the triumph of
human, plighted love over the seductions of worldly magnificence or,
more recently, as a poem derived from ancient, Near Eastern fertility
rites that were celebrated with music and ecstatic poetry. Most earthly
and earthy of all, it has been read as a powerful and unalloyed
celebration of erotic love ‒ and erotic love, moreover, not between a
married couple but between an unmarried man and woman, who
consummate their passion in fierce delight.
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obscurities that punctuate the text. These three features are worth
exploring in a little detail.

Such a range of interpretation, as Chana and Ariel Bloch point out [see
Further Reading], may justifiably bring to mind Polonius’ description of
his actors: ‘the best…in the world, either for tragedy, comedy, history,
pastoral, pastoral-comical, historical-pastoral, tragical-historical,
tragical-comical-historical-pastoral…’ Yet if the meaning of the Song has
been variously construed, scarcely less so has its form. The dramatic
quality of the text has long been recognised. An unidentified man and
woman speak in a vibrant present tense ‒ to themselves in soliloquy, to
each other in intimate dialogue, to a larger group of people who act as a
kind of chorus. But for all the passionate immediacy of the words that
the man and woman speak, this is not a drama or narrative in any
conventional sense. Common expectations of what constitutes a
beginning, middle, and end, are completely subverted. The poem begins
without either introduction or explanation, in the middle of insatiable
passion: ‘O kiss me, kiss me with your mouth’. It then procedes, not so
much to evolve, as to revolve: around repeated images, words, phrases,
refrains, that haunt the text in constant variation. And the poem ends,
not with any conclusion to what has gone before, but with an entreaty
to ‘hurry, run away, my love’ ‒ though from what, and why, is never
mentioned.
The form that the Song embraces is not, then, linear or systematic or
developmental but, rather, episodic, shifting without declared transition
from one scene, or voice, or event, to another, and then to yet another.
Despite this, though, it would be misleading to suggest that the poem
lacks cohesiveness or unity. Its coherence derives ultimately from what
is a sustained tone of voice, a lyrical intensity that sings through each
verse of the Song and which, even in its quieter tones, is not for a
moment muted. Its form is perhaps best understood as that of an
anthology, either drawing together the work of several different poets,
or expressing the words of a single editor or redactor. But whatever its
provenance, it is a collection of poems whose shape is underpinned by a
single understanding: the ecstasy that love can bring.

The sonority of the Hebrew original is, of course, grounded in its origins
as a text to be recited or sung, rather than read silently. The power of
sound pervades the poem, whether through the richness of assonance
and alliteration, or through the dramatic immediacy of voices speaking
in a present tense. In many another text, this overwhelming sense of
voices talking only in the here and now might generate a sense of
confinement, constraint, even claustrophobia. But the language of the
song continually thrusts outwards to draw in parallels, comparisons,
similarities. Similes and metaphors from the natural world (animals,
fauna, flora ‒ their tastes and smells), together with human images from
art, architecture, viniculture, constantly pulse through the verse. As the
Blochs [see Further Reading] point out, it is remarkable how frequently
the verb damah (‘to be like’) and its conjugations occur in the text. The
lovers’ language is centrifugal rather than centripetal in effect. It
embraces the sensuous, voluptuous richness of the world outside rather
than the spare loneliness of individual utterance.
Yet this richness, it should be emphasised, never overflows or becomes
ungovernable. It is controlled by a terse economy of expression that
permeates the entire Song. And nowhere is this terseness more evident
than in the sudden jumps from one idea to another that punctuate the
Song. Consider the following verses:
1:6

My brothers were angry with me,
and made me guard the vineyards.
But my own I did not guard.
1:7

Language
If asked to characterise the distinctive style in which The Song of Songs
is written, few Hebraists would not emphasise its sonority and vibrancy,
the terseness and economy of its utterance, and the enigmas and
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Do not stare at me
because I am dark-skinned.
It was the sun that made me dark.

You whom my soul loves,
tell me, where do you feed your sheep?
Where do you let them rest
in the heat of noon?
Why should I blindly search for them
among the flocks of your companions?
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What is notable about these verses is the disjunctions they express. Is,
for example, the address in the first half of 1:6 to the same audience as
in the second half, or to a different one? Is there any connection
between the sun making the woman ‘dark’ and the anger of her
brothers? If so, what is it? Why in any case should they be angry? Is
guarding the vineyards the subsequent punishment they mete out? If so,
in what way? And what causal connection, if any, exists between all
these uncertainties and the questions about grazing and searching for
sheep that take up the following verse?
This single illustration could be repeated time and again as the Song
proceeds. Here, as elsewhere in the poem, there is no attempt to offer
elaboration or explanation, to forge links, to place a syntax of coordination or sub-ordination upon what is often paratactical. Each thing
that is voiced, so it seems, is in the moment of its voicing selfsufficiently eloquent.
Such terseness and economy of expression is not, of course, without its
hazards, for it sometimes leads to uncertainties or downright obscurities
of meaning that challenge, if not defeat, the bravest of interpreters. To
take one example, the Song mentions over twenty-five varieties of plant;
but few of them can be identified with absolute security. And so, the
Hebrew flowers ḥavaṣṣelet and šošannah have been variously translated
as rose, tulip, lily, crocus, hyacinth, narcissus, lotus, and wildflower.
Likewise, the word tappuaḥ, usually rendered as ‘apple’ in English
versions, is almost certainly more accurately rendered as ‘apricot’, since
apples were not native to Palestine in biblical times. To take another
example, the Song is unusually full of words rarely used in the rest of
the Old Testament, some of which occur only here. These instances of
hapax legomena (i.e. words occurring only once in the entire Testament)
pose particular problems for the translator. What exactly is the
’appiryon that Solomon built (3:9), or the šelaḥim that is an orchard
(4:13), or the rehaṭim in which a king is caught (7:6)? But a third
example of obscurity eclipses even these uncertainties. In verse 6:12, the
language and references are, to all intents and purposes, completely
impenetrable:
lo’ yada‘ti na napsi
śamatni markebot ‘ammi-nadib
Literally, these words mean:
I did not know myself
vi
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She put me in the chariots of ‘ammi-nadib
Despite hundreds of possible interpretations, and countless suggested
emendations, the words of this verse remain close to unfathomable. To
characterise the version offered here as tenuous, is an under-statement.
Several translators, in fact, simply omit the verse as untranslatable.
These three features (sonority, terseness, enigma) are, then, major and
distinctive features of the language in which the Song is written. And in
this translation, I have tried to respond to such qualities in the Hebrew
original. The words of this version are intended to be read aloud, rather
than silently, so that the pulse and rhythm of phrase and sentence are
palpably heard by the ear, rather than half-perceived by the reading eye.
No attempt is made to dilute the terseness of the original with false
connectives or explanations that ‘smooth over’ the disjunctions that
occur. And where there are ambiguities, they are presented as such,
with a following NOTE that elaborates upon the nature of the
uncertainty. Above all, I have tried to capture the passionate immediacy
that the Song presents, the urgency of its language and its voice. With
the towering resonance of the 1611 King James Version continually
sounding in my ears, I have tried to capture a comparable resonance,
whilst at the same time avoiding the mis-translations and dated
language (‘I am sick of love’, 2:5; ‘My beloved put in his hand by the
hole of the door, and my bowels were moved for him’, 5:4) that
sometimes dilute its power. Dignity and passion are not words often
brought together, but it is this combination of stylistic registers that I
have sought to achieve.
Presentation of material
Given the different interpretations of the Song’s meaning and form, it is
scarcely surprising that it has been presented in a number of different
ways. One major question is whether to present it as a piece of prose, or
as a series of poems, and – a related issue – whether to retain the
chapter divisions and verse numberings of the traditional Old
Testament format, or to discard them. Although the 1611 Authorised
Version, like several modern translations, presents the text as prose
(albeit with titular ‘verses’), that prose almost entirely misses the
stresses of the original Hebrew line. As Marcia Falk points out [see
Further Reading], the extended cadences of the Authorised Version are
at radical variance with the relatively short units of the Hebrew line,
which generally contains only two, three or four beats. In an attempt to
vii
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catch something of this pulse, I have chosen here a form of free verse
where lines are compacted rather than extended, and where lineation
plays a vital role in conveying the passionate rhythms of the original.
And so, the first verse of the Song does not read, as it might do in the
Authorised Version,

INTRODUCTION

7

Great seas can not extinguish love.
There are no rivers that can make it drown.
If anyone shall try to purchase love
with all the wealth that they possess,
they will be utterly despised.

8

We have a young sister
who yet has no breasts.
What can we do for our sister
when suitors approach?

O kiss me, kiss me with your mouth! For your loving is headier than wine.

but
O kiss me,
kiss me with your mouth!
For your loving
is headier than wine.

In terms of dividing the text into its different parts, I have tried to steer
a middle course. For ease of reference, the traditional chapter and verse
divisions are retained; but different spacings between lines and verses
signal varying degrees of connectedness. And so, a single space between
verses indicates a close thematic relationship, as in the second chapter’s

I have thought the impact of such visual spacing more subtle in its effect
than an emphatic division of the text into separate short lyrics, varying
in number depending on the edition, but almost always signalled by a
new page. I have, though, followed the widespread modern convention
of using different type-faces to identify different speakers. And so,
text in italics indicates that the unidentified woman in the
poem is speaking

11

For see, the winter is past,
the rains are over and gone.

text in roman type indicates that the unidentified man in
the poem is speaking

12

Flowers appear on the earth.
Now is the time of the nightingale’s song,
and the cooing of doves is heard in our land.

TEXT IN SMALL CAPITALS INDICATES A THIRD SPEAKER, WHICH IS
ALMOST ALWAYS THE WOMEN OF JERUSALEM.

13

The fig trees sweeten their early fruit,
and the blossoming vines
spread their fragrance.

whereas a triple space indicates a substantial separateness, as in the last
chapter’s
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AUTHORSHIP AND
CHRONOLOGY

Authorship
Although The Song of Songs has been traditionally ascribed to King
Solomon, his authorship is now widely discounted. Most modern
scholars agree that the writer of the songs cannot be identified, and
some indeed argue that the text may well have been composed by
several different writers, possibly at several different times, rather than
a single individual. The oral nature of the text’s early transmission, too,
compounds the uncertainties about authorship. Comparable discussions
about the age of the author(s), his/her/their geographical location in
town or countryside, in northern or southern Israel, and even their
gender, have all proved speculative rather than decisive.
Chronology
If there is little certainty about the authorship of The Song of Songs,
there is little, either, about the date of its composition, with different
proposals ranging over seven centuries, from 950 to 200 BCE. A few
scholars still date the Song early, to the 10th century BCE, when the reign
of King Solomon was hailed as a golden age. But most now place it very
much later, probably in the Hellenistic period of around the third
century BCE. Several aspects of the language in the Song – the Aramaic
influence, the similarity to Mishnaic Hebrew, the influence of a spoken
idiom, the use of foreign loan-words – all point to such a dating; and the
parallels between the Song and the pastoral idylls of Theocritus (who
wrote in the first half of the third century BCE) have long been
recognised.

x
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The material for this translation is presented in four ways:

verso pages

facing recto pages

a) the original Hebrew text, to be read from right to
left.

b) then, in italics, a completely literal, word-forword rendering of a), to be read from left to right.
c) then, in roman type, a rendering of b) into a clear,
though prosaic English.

concluding pages

d) the final translation into a resonant English.
Different type faces indicate the three main
speakers; and the word NOTE points to a crux in
translation, which is explored further. Click on
NOTE to be taken to the discussion, and then on
RETURN to come back to the text.
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1:1

SONG OF / THE SONGS / THAT / OF SOLOMON
THE SONG OF SONGS THAT IS SOLOMON’S
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1:2

O that he would kiss me / with kisses of / mouth of him / for /
delightful ones / loves of you / more than wine
O that he would kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, for your
loving is more delightful than wine.
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1:3

in fragrance of / perfumes of you / pleasing ones / perfume / she is
poured out / name of you / for this / maidens / they love you
As regards scent, your oils are good; your name is oil poured out.
For this, young women love you.
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1:4
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take away me / with you / let us hurry / he brought me / the king /
chambers of him / we rejoice / and we delight / in you / we will
praise / loves of you / more than wine / right ones / they adore you
Take me with you, and let us run. The king has brought me into his
chambers. Let us exult and rejoice in you; let us recount or
proclaim or extol your loving more than wine. Indeed or truly or
rightly they love you.
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1:5

Dark / I / yet [and?] lovely / daughters of / Jerusalem / like tents of
/ Kedar / like tent curtains of / Solomon
Black or dark I am and or yet beautiful, daughters of Jerusalem,
like the tents of Kedar, like the curtains or tapestries of Solomon.
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1:6

not you see me / because I / dark / because she darkened me / the
sun / sons of / mother of me / they were angry / with me / they made
me / one caring for / the vineyards / vineyard of me / that to me /
not / I cared for
3

Do not stare at me because I am dark; the sun burnt me. My
mother’s sons were angry with me. They made me care for the
vineyards, but I did not care for mine.
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1:7
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tell / to me / whom she loves / self of me / where / you graze flock /
where / you give rest / at the midday / that why / I should be / like
one being veiled / beside / flocks of / friends of you
Tell me, the one whom my soul loves, where do or will you graze
your flock, where do or will you give them rest at noon, why
should I be veiled or lose my way among the flocks of your
companions?
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1:8
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if not / you know / to you / the beautiful one / among the women /
follow / to you / after tracks of / the sheep / and graze / young goats
of you / by / tents of / the ones being shepherds
If you do not know, the beautiful one among women, follow the
tracks of the sheep, graze your young goats by the tents of the
shepherds.
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1:9

to mare of me / in chariots of / Pharaoh / I liken you / darling of me
To a mare among the chariots of Pharaoh, I liken you, my love.
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1:10 they are beautiful / cheeks of you / with the earrings / neck of you /
with the strings of jewels
Beautiful are your cheeks with earrings, your neck with strings of
jewels or beads or shells.
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1:11 earrings of gold / we will make / for you / with / studs of / the silver
Gold earrings we will make for you with dots or points or studs of
silver.
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1:12 while that the king / at table of him / spikenard of me / he spread /
fragrance of him
While the king was at his table, my perfume spread its fragrance.
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1:13 sachet of / the myrrh / love of me / to me / between / breasts of me / he rests
My lover is to me a sachet of myrrh resting between my breasts.
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1:14 cluster of / the henna blossom / love of me / to me / from vineyards of / En /
Gedi
My lover is to me a cluster or sheath of henna blossoms from the vineyards
of Ein Gedi.
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1:15 see you / beautiful / darling of me / see you / beautiful / eyes of you / doves
How beautiful you are, my darling, how beautiful. Your eyes are doves.
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1:16 see you / handsome / lover of me / how / charming / indeed / verdant / bed
of us
How handsome you are, my love, how charming. Our bed is verdant.
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1:17 beams of / houses of us / cedars / rafter of us / firs
The beams of our houses are cedars; our rafters are firs or pines or
cypresses or junipers.
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2:1

I / rose of / the Sharon / lily of / the valleys
I am the rose or tulip or lily or crocus or wildflower of Sharon, the
lily or lotus or hyacinth or narcissus of the valley.
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2:2

like lily / among / the thorns / so / darling of me / among / the
maidens
Like a lily or lotus or hyacinth or narcissus among thistles or
thorns is my darling among the maidens.
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2:3
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like apple tree / among trees of / the forest / so / lover of me /
among / the young men / in shade of him / I delight / and I sit / and
fruit of him/ sweet / to taste of me
Like an apple or apricot tree among the trees of the forest is my
lover among the young men. I delight or delighted and I sit or sat
in the shade of him or it, and his fruit is sweet to taste.
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2:4

he took me / to hall of / the banquet / and banner of him / over me /
love
He took me to the house of wine, his banner over me [being] love.
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2:5

strengthen me / with the raisins / refresh me / with the apples / for
being faint / I / love
Prop me up or make my bed or cover me with raisins, cushion me
or prop me up among apricots, for I am sick with love.
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2:6

left arm of him / under / to head of me / and right arm of him / she
embraces me
His left hand under my head and his right embracing me
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2:7
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I charge / you / daughters of / Jerusalem / by gazelles / and / by
does of / the field / not you arouse / and not you awaken / the love /
until / that she desires
I charge you, daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazelles and does of
the field, that you do not or never awaken and never arouse love
until it desires.
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2:8

sound of / lover of me / look there / he comes / leaping / across the
mountains / bounding / over the hills
The voice or sound of my lover, here he or it comes, leaping
across the mountains, bounding over the hills.
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2:9

one being like / lover of me / to gazelle / or / to young deer of / the
stags / look here / standing / behind / wall of us / gazing / through /
the windows / peering / through / the lattices
My lover resembles a gazelle or a young deer. Look, there he
stands behind our wall, gazing through the windows, peering
through the lattices or gaps or crevices.
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2:10 he spoke / lover of me / and he said / to me / arise / to you / darling
of me / beautiful one of me / and come to you
My lover responded and said to me, ‘Arise, my darling, my
beautiful one, and come with me.’
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2:11 for see / the winter / he passed / the rain / he is over / he went / to
him
See, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone.
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2:12 the flowers / they appear / on the ground / season of / the song / he
came / and sound of / the dove / he is heard / in land of us
The flowers appear on the ground; the season of singing has come;
the sound of the dove is heard in our land.
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2:13 the fig tree / she forms / early fruits of her / and the vines / blossom
/ they spread / fragrance / arise / come / darling of me / beautiful
one of me / and come to me
The fig tree forms its early fruit, and the vines in blossom spread
fragrance. Arise, come, my darling, my beautiful one, come with
me.
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2:14 dove of me / in clefts of / the rock / in hiding place of / the
mountainside / show me / faces of you / let hear me / voice of you /
for voice of you / sweet / and faces of you / lovely
My dove in the clefts of the rock, in the hiding places of the
mountainside, show me your face. Let me hear your voice, for your
voice is sweet and your face lovely.
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2:15 catch for us / foxes / foxes / little ones / ones ruining / vineyards /
indeed vineyards of us / bloom
Catch for us the foxes, the little foxes ruining the vineyards, our
vineyards that bloom indeed.

2:16 lover of me / to me / and I / to him / the one browsing / among the
lilies
My lover is mine and I his, the one browsing among the lilies.
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2:17 until / when he breaks / the day / and they flee / the shadows / turn
/ be like to you / lover of me / to gazelle / or / to young deer of / the
stags / on hills of / ruggedness
Until the day breaks and the shadows flee, turn away or be like,
my lover, the gazelle or a young deer of a stag on the rugged hills.
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on bed of me / in the nights / I looked for / [the one] / whom she
loves / heart of me / I looked for him / but not / I found him
All night long on my bed, I looked for the one whom my heart
loves. I looked for him but I did not find him.

3:2
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I will get up / now / and I will go about / through the city / through
the streets / and through the squares / I will search for / [the one] /
whom she loves / heart of me / I looked for him / but not / I found
him
I will get up now and will go about the city, through the streets and
through the squares, and I will search for the one my heart loves. I
looked for him but I did not find him.
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3:3

they found me / the men watching / the ones going around / in the
city / [the one] / whom she loves / heart of me / you saw
The watchmen found me as they went about in the city. ‘Have you
seen the one I love?’
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as scarcely / that I passed / from them / when / that I found / [the
one / whom she loves / heart of me / I held him / and not / I would
let go him / till when I brought him / to house of / mother of me /
and to room of / one conceiving me
Scarcely had I passed them than I found the one my heart loves. I
held him and would not let him go until I brought him to my
mother’s house, to the room of the one who conceived me.
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3:5

I charge / you / daughters of / Jerusalem / by gazelles / and / by
does of / the field / not you arouse / and not you awaken / [the one]
/ the love / until / that she desires
I charge you, daughters of Jerusalem, by the gazelles and does of
the field, that you do not or never awaken and do not or never
arouse love until it desires.
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who / this / coming up / from the desert / like columns of / smoke /
being perfumed of / myrrh / and incense / from all of / spice of /
one being merchant
Who is this rising from the desert like columns of smoke,
perfumed with myrrh and incense from all the spices of the
merchant?
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3:7

look / carriage of him / that to Solomon / sixty / warriors / around /
about her / from noble ones of / Israel
Look, here is Solomon’s carriage or bed, with sixty warriors
around it, the noblest of Israel,
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all of them / ones wearing of / sword / ones being experienced of /
battle / each sword of him / at side of him / for terror / of the nights
all of them wearing a sword, all experienced in battle, each with
his sword at his side because of the danger of the nights.

3:9

carriage / he made / for him / the king / Solomon / from woods of /
the Lebanon
A carriage or palace or throne room he, king Solomon, made for
himself out of wood from Lebanon.
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3:10 posts of him / he made / silver / base of him / gold / seat of him /
purple / interior of him / being inlaid / love / by daughters of /
Jerusalem
Its pillars he made silver, its base gold, its seat purple, its interior
paved with love by or from the daughters of Jersualem.
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3:11 come out / and look / daughters of / Zion / at the king / Solomon /
with the crown / which she crowned / upon him / mother of him /
on day of / wedding of him / on day of / rejoicing of / heart of him

17

Come out and look, daughters of Zion, at king Solomon with the
crown that his mother set upon him, on the day of his wedding, the
day his heart rejoiced.
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see you / beautiful / darling of me / see you / beautiful / eyes of you
/ doves / at behind / to veil of you / hair of you / like flock of / the
goats / that they descend / from Mount of / Gilead
See, you are beautiful, my darling; see, you are beautiful. Your
eyes behind your veil or locks [of hair] are doves. Your hair is like
a flock of goats descending from Mount Gilead.
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teeth of you / like flock of / the ones being shorn / that they come
up / from the washing / that each of them / ones having twins / and
alone / there is not / of them
Your teeth are like a flock of those that are shorn and have come
up from the pond or washing place or being washed. Each of them
has twins, and not one of them is alone or bereaved of offspring.
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like ribbon of / the scarlet / lips of you / and mouths of you / lovely
/ like half of / the pomegranate / temple of you / at behind / to veil
of you
Your lips are like a scarlet ribbon, and your mouth or voice or
speaking is lovely. Your cheeks or temple or forehead behind your
veil is/are like half of a pomegranate.
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like tower of / David / neck of you / one being built / with elegance
/ thousand of / the shield / being hung / on him / all of / shields of /
the warriors
Like the tower of David is your neck built in courses or terraces or
wondrously or magnificently or to perfection. A thousand bucklers
or shields hang upon it, all the shields of the warriors.
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4:5

two of / breasts of you / like two of / fawns / twins of / gazelle / the
ones browsing / among the lilies
Your two breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle that browse
or graze among the lilies.
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until / when he breaks / the day / and they flee / the shadows / I will
go / to me / to mountain of / the myrrh / and to hill of / the incense
Before the day breaks and the shadows flee, I will go to the
mountain of myrrh and to the hill of frankincense.

4:7

all of you / beautiful / darling of me / and flaw / there is not / in
you
You are wholly beautiful, my darling, and there is no flaw in you.
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with me / from Lebanon / bride / with me / from Lebanon / you
come / you descend / from crest of / Amana / from top of / Senir /
even Hermon / from dens of / lions / from mountains of / leopards
Come with me from Lebanon, my bride. Descend from the crest of
Amana, from the top of Senir, [the summit] of Hermon, from the
lions’ dens and the mountain haunts of leopards.

4:9

you stole heart of me / sister of me / bride / you stole heart of me /
with one / from eyes of you / with one of / jewel of / of necklaces of
you
You have stolen away or ravished my heart, my sister, [my] bride.
You have stolen away or ravished my heart, with one glance of
your eyes, with one jewel of your necklace.
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4:10 how they are delightful / loves of you / sister of me / bride / how
they are pleasing / loves of you / more than wine / and fragrance of
/ perfumes of you / more than any of spices
How delightful is your love, my sister, my bride. How pleasing is
your love, more than wine, and the fragrance of your perfume,
more than any spice.
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4:11 honeycomb / they drop / lips of you / bride / honey / and milk /
under / tongue of you / and fragrance of / garments of you / like
fragrance of / Lebanon
23
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Your lips drip honey, my bride. Honey and milk are under your
tongue; and the fragrance of your garments is like the fragrance of
Lebanon.

4:12 garden / being locked / sister of me / bride / spring / being
enclosed / fountain / being sealed
[You are] a garden locked up, my sister and bride, a spring
enclosed, a sealed fountain.
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4:13 plants of you / orchard of / pomegranates / with / fruit of / choice
ones / hennas / with nards
Your plants or branches are an orchard of pomegranates, with
choice fruits, with henna and nard.
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4:14 nard / and saffron / calamus / and cinnamon / with / all of trees of /
incense / myrrh / and aloes / and / all of finest ones of / spices
Nard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, with every kind of
incense tree, with myrrh and aloes, and all the finest spices.

4:15 fountain of / gardens / well of / waters / flowing ones / even ones
streaming down / from Lebanon
[You are] a fountain of gardens, a well of flowing water streaming
down from Lebanon.
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4:16 awake / north wind / and come / south wind / blow on / garden of
me / that they may spread / fragrances of him / let him come / lover
of me / into garden of him / and let him taste / fruit of / choice ones
of him
Awake, north wind, and come, south wind. Blow on my garden,
that its fragrance may be spread. Let my lover come into his
garden and taste its choice fruit.
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I came / into garden of me / sister of me / bride / I gathered / myrrh
of me / with spice of me / I ate / honeycomb of me / and honey of
me / I drank / wine of me / and milk of me / eat / friends / drink /
and drink fill / lovers
I have come into my garden, my sister and bride. I have gathered
my myrrh with my spice. I have eaten my honeycomb with my
honey. I have drunk my wine and my milk. Eat, [my] friends, and
lovers, drink your fill of or get drunk on love.
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I / asleep / but heart of me / being awake / sound of / lover of me /
knocking / open to me / sister of me / darling of me / dove of me /
flawless one of me / for head of me / being dew-drenched / hairs of
me / dampnesses of / night
I was asleep but my heart was awake. The sound of my lover
knocking. Open up to me, my sister, my darling, my dove, my
flawless one. My head is drenched with dew, my hair with the
dampness of night.
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I took off / [the one] robe of me / indeed / must I put her on / I
washed / [the one] feet of me / indeed / must I soil them
I have taken off my robe – must I put it on again? I have washed
my feet – must I soil them again?

5:4

lover of me / he thrust / hand of him / through the latch opening /
and hearts of me / they pounded / for him
My lover thrust his hand through the latch-opening, and my heart
or bowels stirred for him.
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5:5

I arose / I / to open / for lover of me / and hands of me / they
dripped myrrh / and fingers of me / myrrh / flowing / on / handles
of / the lock
I arose to open for my lover, and my hands dripped myrrh, myrrh
flowing down my fingers on to the handles of the lock.
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I opened / I / for lover of me / but lover of me / he left / he went /
heart of me / she went out / when to speak him / I looked for him /
but not / I found him / I called him / but not / he answered
I opened for my lover; but my lover had left, he was gone. My
heart went out to him when he spoke. I looked for him but I did not
find him. I called him but he did not answer.
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5:7
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they found-me / the men watching / the ones going around / in the
city / they beat me / they bruised me / they took / [the one] cloak of
me / from on me / ones watching of / the walls
The watchmen found me as they went about the city. They beat
me, and bruised me; they took away my cloak, those watchmen of
the walls.
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I charge / you / daughters of / Jerusalem / if you find / [the one]
lover of me / what will you tell / to him / that one being faint of /
love / I
I charge you, daughters of Jerusalem, if you find my lover, what
will you tell him? That I am faint with love.
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5:9

how beloved of you / better than beloved / the beautiful one /
among the women / how beloved of you / better than beloved / that
so / you charge us
How is your beloved better than other beloveds, most beautiful of
women? How is your beloved better than other beloveds, that you
charge us so?
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5:10 lover of me / white / and red / being outstanding / among ten
thousand
My lover is radiant and ruddy, outstanding among ten thousand.
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5:11 head of him / gold / purest gold / hairs of him / wavy ones / black
ones / as the raven
His head is purest gold, his hair wavy and as black as the raven.
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5:12 eyes of him / like doves / by streams of / waters / ones being
washed / in the milk / ones being mounted / like jewel
His eyes are like doves by streams of water, bathed in milk,
mounted like a jewel.
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5:13 cheeks of him / like bed of / the spice / towers of / perfumes / lips of
him / lilies / ones dripping / myrrh / flowing
His cheeks are like beds of spices, towers of perfume. His lips are
like lilies dripping with myrrh.

5:14 arms of him / rods of / gold / ones being set / with the chrysolite /
bodies of him / polished work of / ivory / one being decorated /
sapphires
His arms are rods of gold set with chrysolite. His body or belly is a
like polished block of ivory, decorated with sapphires.
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5:15 legs of him / pillars of / marble / ones being set / on bases of pure
gold / appearance of him / like the Lebanon / one being choice / as
the cedars
His legs are pillars of marble set on bases of pure gold. His
appearance is like the Lebanon, choice as its cedars.
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5:16 mouth of him / sweetnesses / and all of him / lovely ones / this /
lover of me / and this / friend of me / daughters of / Jerusalem
His mouth is sweetness [itself], and all of him is lovely. This is my
lover, this is my friend, daughters of Jerusalem.
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6:1

to where? / he went / lover of you / the beautiful one / among the
women / to where? / he turned / lover of you / that we may look for
him / with you
Where has your lover gone, most beautiful of women? Where did
your lover turn that we may look for him with you?
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6:2

lover of me / he went down / to garden of him / to beds of / the
spice / to browse / in the gardens / and to gather / lilies
My lover has gone down to his garden, to the beds of spices, to
browse in the gardens, and to gather lilies.
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6:3

I / to lover of me / and lover of me / to me / the one browsing /
among the lilies
I am my lover’s and my lover is mine; he browses among the lilies.
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6:4

beautiful / you / darling of me / as Tirzah / lovely / as Jerusalem /
majestic / as the ones having banners
You are as beautiful, my darling, as Tirzah, lovely as Jerusalem,
majestic or awe-inspiring as those who have banners.
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turn! / eyes of you / from before me / for they / they overwhelm me /
hair of you / like flock of / the goats / that they descend / from the
Gilead
Turn your eyes from me; they overwhelm me. Your hair is like a
flock of goats descending from Gilead.
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6:6

teeth of you / like flock of / the sheep / that they come up / from the
washing / that each of them /ones having twins / and alone / there
is not / of them
Your teeth are like a flock of sheep coming up from the washing.
Each of them has its twin, and not one of them is alone.
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6:7

like half of / the pomegranate / temple of you / at behind / to veil of
you
Your temple behind your veil is like the halves of a pomegranate.
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6:8

sixty / they / queens / and eighty / concubines / and virgins / there
is no / number
There are sixty queens and eighty concubines and virgins beyond
number.
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6:9

unique / she / dove of me / perfect one of me / only / she / to mother
of her / favourite / she / of one bearing her / they saw her / maidens
/ and they called blessed her / queens / and concubines / also they
praised her
My dove, my perfect one, is unique, the only daughter of her
mother, the favourite of the one who bore her. The maidens saw
her and called her blessed. The queens and concubines also praised
her.
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6:10 who this? / the one appearing / like dawn / fair / as the moon /
bright / as the sun / majestic / as the ones preceding
Who is this that appears like dawn, fair as the moon, bright as the
sun, majestic as the stars?

6:11 to grove of / nut tree / I went down / to look / at new growths of /
the valley / to see / if she budded / the vine / they bloomed / the
pomegranates
I went down to the grove of nut trees to look at the new growth in
the valley, to see if the vine had budded or the pomegranates
bloomed.
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6:12 not / I realised / desire of me / she set me / chariots of / people of
me royal
35

Before I realised it, my desire set me among my people’s royal
chariots.
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7:1
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come back! / come back! / the Shulamite / come back! / come back!
/ that we may gaze on you / why would you gaze / on the Shulamite
/ as dance of / the Mahanaim
Come back, come back, O Shulamite. Come back, come back, that
we may gaze on you. Why would you gaze on the Shulamite as on
the dance of Mahanaim?
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how they are beautiful! / feet of you / in the sandals / daughter of /
prince / graceful ones of / legs of you / jewels / work of / hands of /
craftsman
How beautiful your sandaled feet, O prince’s daughter! Your
graceful legs are like jewels, the work of a craftsman’s hands.
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navel of you / goblet of / the roundness / never he lacks / the
blended wine / waist of you / mound of / wheat / being encircled /
by the lilies
Your navel is a rounded goblet that never lacks blended wine.
Your waist is a mound of wheat encircled by lilies.
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7:4

two of / breasts of you / like two of / fawns / twins of / gazelle
Your two breasts are like two fawns, twins of a gazelle.
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neck of you / like tower of / the ivory / eyes of you / pools / of
Heshbon / by gate of / Bathrabbim / nose of you / like tower of / the
Lebanon / looking / faces of / Damascus
Your neck is like an ivory tower, your eyes are the pools of
Heshbon by the gate of Bathrabbim. Your nose is like the tower of
Lebanon looking towards Damascus.
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7:6

head of you / upon you / like the Carmel / and hair of / head of you
/ like the tapestry / king / being held captive / by the tresses

39

Your head crowns you like Mount Carmel, and the hair of your
head is like tapestry, a king held captive in its tresses.
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7:7

how you are beautiful! / and how you are pleasing! / love / with the
delights
How beautiful you are, and how pleasing you are, love, with your
delights!
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7:8

this / stature of you / she is like / to palm / and breasts of you / to
clusters of fruit
Your stature or height is like a palm, and your breasts like clusters
of fruit.
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7:9

I said / I will climb / on palm tree / I will take hold / of fruits of him
/ and may they be now! / breasts of you / like clusters of / the vine /
and fragrance of / breath of you / like the apples
I said, ‘I will climb the palm tree; I will take hold of its fruits.’ And
may your breasts be like the clusters of the vine, the fragrance of
your breath like apples
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7:10 and mouth of you / like wine of / the best / going / to lover of me /
as straight ones / flowing gently / lips of / sleepers
And your mouth like the best wine. Going to my lover smoothly,
flowing gently over sleepers’ lips.
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7:11 I / to lover of me / and for me / desire of him
I am my lover’s; his desire is for me.
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7:12 come! / lover of me / let us go / the countryside / let us spend night
/ in the villages

41

Come, my lover, let us go into the countryside. Let us spend the
night in the villages.
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7:13 let us go early / to the vineyards / let us see / if she budded / the
vine / he opened / the blossom / they bloomed / the pomegranates /
there / I will give / [the one] loves of me / to you
Let us go early to the vineyards, let us see if the vine has budded
and opened its blossom, and the pomegranates have bloomed.
There I will give you my love.
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7:14 the mandrakes / they send out fragrance / and at doors of us / all of
delicacies / new ones / and old ones / lover of me / I stored up / for
you
The mandrakes send out their fragrance, and at our door is every
delicacy, both new and old, that I have stored up for you, my lover.
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8:1
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who? / he could make you / like brother / of me / one nursing /
breasts of / mother of me / should I find you / at the outside / I
would kiss you / then / not they would despise / to me
If only you were to me like a brother, who was nursed at the
breasts of my mother, then should I find you outside, I would kiss
you, and no-one would despise me.
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I would lead you / I would bring you / to house of / mother of me /
she taught me / I would give to drink you / from wine / the spice /
from nectar of / pomegranate of me
I would lead you, I would bring you to my mother’s house, she
who taught me. I would give you spiced wine to drink, the nectar
of my pomegranate.
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8:3

left arm of him / under / head of me / and right arm of him / she
embraces me
His left arm under my head, and his right arm embracing me.
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I charge / you / daughters of / Jerusalem / not you arouse / and not
you awaken / [the one] the love / until that she desires
I charge you, daughters of Jerusalem, not to arouse and not to
awaken love until it so desires.

8:5
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who / this? / coming up / from the desert / leaning / on lover of her
/ under / the apple tree / I roused you / at there / she conceived you
/ mother of you / at there / she was in labour / she bore you
Who is this rising from the desert, leaning on her lover? Under the
apple or apricot tree, I roused you. There your mother conceived
you. There she conceived and bore you.
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8:6

place me! / like the seal / over heart of you / like the seal / on arms
of you / for strong / as the death / love / unyielding / as Sheol /
jealousy / blazes of her / blazes of / fire / flame of Yahweh
45
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Place me like a seal over your heart, like a seal on your arms. For
love is as strong or fierce as death, as hard or cruel as Sheol. [Its]
jealousy blazes like blazing fire, like a mighty flame.

8:7
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waters / many ones / not / they can / to quench / [the one] the love /
and rivers / not / they can wash her away / if he gave / one / [the
one] all of wealth of / house of him / for the love / to scorn / they
would scorn / at him
Many waters cannot quench love, and rivers cannot wash it away.
If a man gave all of the wealth in his house for love, they would
utterly scorn or despise him.
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sister / to us / young / and breasts / not / to her / what shall we do?
/ for sister of us / for the day / that he is spoken for her
Our sister is young, and she has no breasts. What shall we do for
our sister on the day when she is wooed or spoken for?

8:9

if wall / she / we will build / on her / tower of / silver / and if door /
she / we will enclose / to her / panel of / cedar
If she is a wall, we will build a silver tower upon her; and if she is
a door, we will enclose her with panels of cedar.

8:10 I / wall / and breasts of me / like the towers / thus / I became / in
eyes of him / like one bringing / contentment
I am a wall, and my breasts are like towers. So then I became in his
eyes like one who brings contentment.
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8:11 vineyard / he was / to Solomon / in Baal / Hamon / he let out / [the
one] the vineyard / to the ones being tenants / each / he would
bring / for fruit of him / thousand of / silver

47

Solomon had a vineyard in Baal Hamon. He let out his vineyard to
his tenants or keepers. Each would obtain or procure or bring for
its fruit a thousand pieces of silver.
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8:12 vineyard-of-me / that to me / before me / the thousand / for you /
Solomon / and two hundreds / for ones tending / [the one] fruit of
him
My own vineyard is before me. The thousand [pieces of silver] are
yours, Solomon, and two hundred are for the ones who tend its
fruit.
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8:13 the open dwelling / in the gardens / friends / ones attending / to
voice of you / let hear me!
You who dwell in the gardens with your friends in attendance, let
me hear your voice!
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8:14 come away! / lover of me / and be like to you / to gazelle / or / to
young deer of / the stags / on / mountains of / spices
Run away, my lover, and be like a gazelle or like a young deer of
the stags on the mountains of spices.
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I

1

THE SONG OF SONGS
that is Solomon’s NOTE

2

O kiss me,
kiss me with your mouth!
For your loving
is headier than wine. NOTE

3

Your name smells sweet,
the scent of myrrh and aloes,
and every young girl desires you.

4

My brothers were angry with me,
and made me guard the vineyards.
But my own I did not guard. NOTE
7

My lover and my king
has led me to his room.
Let us exult now and rejoice,
and proclaim our loving NOTE
more beautiful than wine.

NOTE

8

Lovely woman, if you do not know,
follow the tracks the sheep have made,
and let your young goats
graze by the shepherds’ tents.

9

You are like a mare, my darling,
among the stallions of Pharaoh’s chariots.

NOTE

Take me by the hand,
and let us run together!

You whom my soul loves,
tell me, where do you feed your sheep?
Where do you let them rest
in the heat of noon?
Why should I blindly search for them
among the flocks of your companions?

10

Your cheeks are so beautiful,
and those loops of hair,
that string of shells around your neck.

11

I will make for you earrings of gold
with silver filigree.

Yes, you women of Jerusalem,
I am dark-skinned,
and I am beautiful! NOTE
As dark-skinned as the tents of Kedar,
as beautiful as Solomon’s rich tapestries.

12

My king lay down with me,
and my perfume spread its fragrance.

13

My lover is to me a sachet of myrrh
that rests between my breasts,

Do not stare at me
because I am dark-skinned.
It was the sun that made me dark.

14

a clutch of henna blossoms
from the vineyards of Ein Gedi.

NOTE

NOTE

Every one of them desires you.
5

6
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NOTE

15

How beautiful you are, my darling,
how beautiful,
your eyes like doves.

16

How handsome you are, my lover,
how charming.
Wherever we lie, our bed is lush and green.

17

Our roofbeams are of cedar,
our eaves of juniper.

II

1

52

I am the rose of Sharon,
the lily of the valleys.

NOTE

2

Like a lily among thistles,
so is my sweetheart among young women.

3

Like a tree of apricots among thickets, NOTE
so is my beloved among young men.
I delight as I sit beneath his shade,
and his fruit is sweet to taste.

4

He has brought me to the hall of wine,
and raised his banner over me,
which is love. NOTE

5

Let me lie among vine blossoms
in a bed of apricots. NOTE
I am in a fever of love.

6

O for his left hand under my head,
and his right arm holding me close.

7

Women of Jerusalem, swear to me,
by the gazelles and the deer of the field,
that you will never wake or rouse us
till our love has been fulfilled. NOTE

8

The voice of my sweetheart…listen!
It is leaping across the mountains,
bounding over the hills.

9

My sweetheart is like a gazelle, or a young stag.
Look, there he stands behind our wall,
looking through the crevices,
53

peering through the gaps.
10

Be like a gazelle or a young stag
over the jagged hills.

He calls and says to me

Come, my darling, my love,
come with me.
11

For see, the winter is past,
the rains are over and gone.

12

Flowers appear on the earth.
Now is the time of the nightingale’s song,
and the cooing of doves is heard in our land.

13

The fig trees sweeten their early fruit,
and the blossoming vines
spread their fragrance.
Come, my darling, my love,
come with me.

14

My dove in the clefts of the rocks,
in the hidden places of the mountainside,
show me your face,
let me hear your voice,
for your voice is sweet,
and you are lovely to look at.

15

CATCH US THE FOXES, THE LITTLE FOXES THAT RAID OUR
VINEYARDS NOW, WHEN THE VINES HAVE BEGUN TO
BLOSSOM. NOTE

16

17

My lover is mine, and I am his,
he who feasts among the lilies with his flock.
Before the day breaks,
and the shadows of the night are gone,
hurry away, my love.
54

NOTE

NOTE
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III

1

2

3

Night after night in my bed, NOTE
I yearned for the one I loved.
I looked for him,
but did not find him.
I will get up and go about the city,
through the streets and through the squares,
and I will search for the one my heart loves.
I searched for him,
but did not find him.
The watchmen came upon me
as they went about the city.
‘Have you seen him?
Have you seen the one I love?’

SKILLED IN BATTLE, EACH HAS A SWORD,
A SWORD AT THEIR SIDES
AGAINST THE DANGERS OF THE NIGHT.

9

KING SOLOMON BUILT A PALACE NOTE
OUT OF WOOD FROM LEBANON.

10

ITS PILLARS HE ADORNED WITH SILVER,
THE BASE OF THEM WITH GOLD,
ITS CUSHIONING WITH PURPLE.
AND THE WOMEN OF THE CITY PAVED
ITS INTERIOR WITH LOVE.

11

WOMEN OF JERUSALEM, COME OUT AND GAZE
AT SOLOMON THE KING! SEE THE CROWN
HIS MOTHER SET UPON HIS HEAD
ON HIS WEDDING DAY,
THE DAY HIS HEART REJOICED.

NOTE

4

Scarcely had I passed them
than I found my only love.
I held him close and would not let him go
till I had brought him to my mother’s house,
into my mother’s room.

5

Women of Jerusalem, swear to me,
by the gazelles and the deer of the field,
that you will never wake or rouse us
till our love has been fulfilled. NOTE

6

WHO IS THIS RISING FROM THE DESERT
IN COLUMNS OF SMOKE,
MORE FRAGRANT WITH MYRRH AND FRANKINCENSE
THAN ALL THE SPICES OF THE MERCHANTS?

7

LOOK, HERE IS SOLOMON’S CARRIAGE,
WITH SIXTY WARRIORS SURROUNDING IT,
THE BRAVEST IN ALL ISRAEL.
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IV

1

2

3

4

5

and from Hermon’s heights,
from lions’ dens
and the mountain haunt of leopards.

NOTE

9
How beautiful you are, my love,
how beautiful.
The eyes behind your veil NOTE
are doves.
Your hair is like a flock of goats
spilling down Mount Gilead.

You have ravished my heart,
my sister and bride. NOTE
You have ravished my heart
with one glance of your eyes,
with one jewel round your neck.

10

Your teeth are like a flock of new-shorn sheep
that come up fresh from being washed.
Each matches, and not one of them
does not have a twin. NOTE

How sweet is your loving,
my sister and bride.
Your loving is sweeter than wine,
your perfume more fragrant than any spice.

11

Your lips are like a crimson ribbon,
and how lovely is your voice.
Like a slice of pomegranate,
your brow behind your veil. NOTE

My bride, your lips well up with honey,
and honey and milk are under your tongue.
The fragrance of Lebanon
breathes through your clothes.

12

A garden enclosed is my sister and bride,
a well that is hidden,
a spring that is sealed.

13

Your branches NOTE make an orchard
of pomegranate trees,
of choice fruits,
henna and spikenard too,

Your neck is like the tower of David,
raised in splendour. NOTE
A thousand bucklers hang upon it,
all the warriors’ shields.
Your breasts are like two fawns,
twins of a gazelle
that graze among the lilies.

6

Before the day breaks,
and the shadows of the night are gone,
I will go to the mountain of myrrh
and to the hill of frankincense.

7

My darling, you are wholly beautiful,
without a flaw.

8

O come with me, my bride,
come down with me from Lebanon.
Come down from Mount Amana’s peak,
from Senir’s summit
58

14

spikenard and saffron,
cane and cinnamon,
with every sort of incense tree,
myrrh and aloes,
spices of the finest kind.

15

You are a fountain in the garden,
a well of flowing water
streaming down from Lebanon.

16

North wind, awake! And come, south wind.
Blow upon my garden
59

V

that its fragrance may be spread abroad.
Let my lover come now to his garden
and taste its lovely fruit.

1

I have come into my garden,
my sister and bride.
I have gathered my myrrh and my spices too.
I have eaten the honeycomb, the honey as well.
I have drunk my milk and my wine.
So eat, my friends, and drink
till you are drunk with love. NOTE

2

I was asleep but my heart was awake.
The sound of my lover knocking…

‘Open up, my sister, my darling,
my dove, my perfection.
My hair is wet,
drenched with the dew of the night.’

60

3

‘But I have taken off my clothes ‒
must I dress again?
And I have washed my feet ‒
must I dirty them again?’

4

Yet my lover reached in for the latch,
and my heart began to pound. NOTE

5

I rose to open for my love,
my fingers wet with myrrh
that dripped down on the lock.

6

I opened for my love,
but he had slipped away and gone.
When he had spoken,
how much my soul went out to him.
61

I searched for him
but did not find him.
I called his name
and yet he did not answer.
7

The watchmen found me
as they went about the city.
They beat and bruised me.
They tore away my cloak,
those watchmen of the walls.

8

Swear to me, women of Jerusalem,
that if you find my lover,
you will tell him,
I am feverish with love.

9

YET HOW IS YOUR LOVER, MOST BEAUTIFUL OF WOMEN,
DIFFERENT FROM ALL OTHER LOVERS?

15

His legs are marble pillars
set on pedestals of gold.
The sight of him is like the Lebanon,
a man as splendid as its cedar trees.

16

Such sweetness in his mouth,
and all of him is my delight.
Women of Jerusalem,
this is my lover, this is my friend.

HOW IS HE SO DIFFERENT
THAT YOU ENTREAT US IN THIS WAY?

10

My lover is as white as milk, as red as wine, NOTE
and finer than ten thousand other men.

11

His head is purest gold,
the waves of his hair as black as ravens.

12

His eyes are like doves by streams of water,
bathed in milk, mounted like jewels.

13

His cheeks are like a bed of spices ‒
no, towers of perfume.
His lips are like lilies,
wet with myrrh.

14

His arms are like rods of gold
studded with jewels.
His belly is as smooth as ivory,
inlaid with sapphires.
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VI

1

2

her mother’s only child,
without blemish to the one who bore her.
Young women see her and call her blessed.
Queens and concubines sing her praise.

MOST BEAUTIFUL OF WOMEN,
WHERE HAS YOUR LOVER GONE?
SAY WHERE HE WENT,
THAT WE MAY LOOK FOR HIM WITH YOU.

My love has gone down to his garden,
to his beds of spices,
to eat there,
and to gather lilies.

3

My loved one is mine, and I am his.
He feasts in a field of lilies.

4

You are as beautiful, my darling, as Tirzah,
as lovely as Jerusalem,
as wondrous as the constellations of the stars.

5

Turn away your eyes. They dazzle me.
Your hair is like a flock of goats
that bound down from Mount Gilead.

6

Your teeth, a flock of new-shorn sheep
fresh from being washed.
Each matches, and not one of them
does not have a twin.

7

Your brow behind your veil,
like a slice of pomegranate.

8

Sixty queens, eighty concubines,
and numberless young women…

9

but only one of them unique,
my dove, my perfect one,
64

10

Who is this who appears like the dawn,
as white as the moon,
as blazing as the sun,
as wondrous as the stars?

11

I went down to the walnut grove
to look for new growth in the valley,
to see if the vines were blossoming
and the pomegranates bloomed.

12

Before I realised it,
I had been set upon the chariot
of the greatest of my people.

NOTE
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NOTE

VII

1

DANCE FOR US, WOMAN OF JERSUALEM.
DANCE, AND DANCE AGAIN,
SO THAT WE MAY WATCH YOU DANCING.

your breasts the clusters of its fruit.
9

I thought to myself, ‘I will climb that tree,
and touch its fruit.’ So now, may your breasts
be like clusters of grapes upon the vine,
the fragrance of your breath like apricots,

10

and your mouth like the finest wine…

WHY DO YOU GAZE AT THE WOMAN OF JERUSALEM
AS SHE WHIRLS BETWEEN
THE TWO ROWS OF OUR DANCERS? NOTE

2

3

How wonderful your sandaled steps,
you prince’s daughter.
The curves of your thighs are like two jewels,
the work of a craftsman’s hands.
Your navel is a rounded drinking cup ‒
may it overflow with wine!
Your belly is a mound of wheat
circled round with lilies.

4

Your breasts ‒ two fawns,
the twins of a gazelle.

5

Your neck, a tower of ivory.
Your eyes, like the pools in Heshbon,
by the gates of that majestic place.
Your face ‒ a tower of Lebanon
that looks towards Damascus. NOTE

6

Your head crowns you like Mount Carmel,
and your hair is like royal purple.
The way the locks stream down
would captivate a king. NOTE

7

O love, how splendid and how sweet you are,
beyond all other joy.

8

That day you seemed to me a tall palm tree,
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which smoothly flows into my lover
and past his sleeping lips. NOTE
11

I am my lover’s. He yearns for me alone.

12

Come, my love,
let us go out into the fields,
and spend the night
where the henna bushes bloom.

13

Let us go early to the vineyards,
to see if the vines have budded
and opened their blossom,
and if the pomegranates have bloomed.
There I will give you my love.

14

The mandrakes give off their scent;
and at our door,
rare fruit of every kind, my love,
I have stored away for you.
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1

with all the wealth that they possess,
they will be utterly despised.

If only you were my brother,
nursed at my mother’s breasts,
I could meet you in the streets and kiss you,
and no one would pour scorn.

8

2

I could bring you to my mother’s house,
and she would teach me. NOTE
I would give you spiced wine to drink,
my pomegranate wine.

9

IF SHE IS A WALL,
WE WILL BUILD UPON HER A TOWER OF SILVER.
IF SHE IS A DOOR,
WE WILL ENCLOSE HER WITH PANELS OF CEDAR. NOTE

3

O for his left hand under my head,
and his right hand holding me close.
10

4

Women of Jerusalem, swear to me
that you will never wake or rouse us
till our love has been fulfilled.

I am a wall, and my breasts are like towers.
But to my lover,
I am one who brings peace.

5

WHO IS THIS RISING FROM THE DESERT,

11

King Solomon had a vineyard in Baal Hamon.
He let it out to tenants,
who each would sell its fruit
for a thousand silver pieces.

12

I too have a vineyard, here at hand.
So Solomon, the thousand silver pieces ‒
they are yours, and two hundred
for the ones who tend your fruit.

13

Woman in the garden,
your friends listen for your voice.
Let me hear it now.

14

Hurry, run away, my love,
and be like a gazelle,
or like a young stag,
upon the hills where spices grow.

WHO YET HAS NO BREASTS.
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR OUR SISTER
WHEN SUITORS APPROACH?

LEANING ON HER LOVER’S ARM?

Under the apricot tree, I roused you.
There, where your mother conceived you,
and where you were born.
6

Stamp me like a seal upon your heart,
like a ring around your arm.
For love is as fierce as death,
its jealousy as bitter as the grave.
Its smallest sparks blaze forth like flame,
like a devouring fire.

7

Great seas can not extinguish love.
There are no rivers that can make it drown.
If anyone shall try to purchase love
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WE HAVE A YOUNG SISTER
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In the compiling of these notes, I am greatly indebted to the work of
Chana and Ariel Bloch, Marcia Falk, and Marvin H. Pope [see Further
Reading section], all of whom have provided invaluable information
about, and insight into, the original Hebrew text.

THE SONG OF SONGS that is Solomon’s
This phrase is clearly intended to be the title of the work that follows,
rather than the first line of the text, and signals the superlative nature of
the Song. The Hebrew ’ašer li-šelomoh (here translated as ‘that is
Solomon’s’) is ambiguous, with a range of possible meanings from
‘by/to/of/about Solomon’, to ‘belonging to/associated with/dedicated to
Solomon’. Few if any interpreters now believe that Solomon was the
actual author of the songs. RETURN
O kiss me, kiss me with your mouth! For your loving is headier
than wine.
Literally translated, the Hebrew presents a confusing jump from third to
second person (i.e. ‘O that he would kiss me, kiss me with his mouth!
For your loving is more delightful than wine.’). Such shifts between
third and second person are in fact characteristic of biblical style. But
simply to reproduce them in English evokes a confusing change of
character and referent, when both phrases are better understood as
referring to the same person. Hence, the rendering above as a consistent
second-person address.
The Hebrew dodim, rendered in most translations as a generalised
‘love’, is perhaps better translated as ‘love-making’ or ‘loving’,
anchoring the term more specifically in a sensuous and individual
reality. RETURN
Your name smells sweet, the scent of myrrh and aloes
Literally, the Hebrew šemen turaq šemekha, which is an enigmatic
phrase, could read ‘your name is poured-out oil’, oil here being
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associated with perfume, and with the young man’s sensuality. The
translation offered here, ‘your name smells sweet, the scent of myrrh
and aloes’, seeks to convey the sensual power evoked by the mere
speaking of the young man’s name. RETURN
And proclaim our loving
The Hebrew again presents an unexpected use of person, literally
reading ‘proclaim the way you love’. For the sake of naturalness, I have
changed the somewhat distancing second-person singular to the shared
intimacy of a first-person plural. RETURN
I am dark-skinned, and I am beautiful!
The conjunction ve- in the Hebrew presents a genuine ambiguity, since
it can mean either ‘and’ or ‘but’. Many translations opt for the
adversative ‘I am dark-skinned, but I am beautiful’, thereby making the
statement sound defensive, self-deprecating, and apologetic. But the
conjunction means ‘and’ far more commonly, and in this light, the
statement becomes one of affirmation, self-confidence, and pride. It is
this latter reading that is adopted here. RETURN
But my own I did not guard
Although the vineyards mentioned in the previous sentence may be real
and physical, the emphatic pointing in the phrase karmi šelli (my
vineyard, mine) suggests a more intimate and metaphoric meaning:
either she has neglected her beauty by working outdoors in the sun, or
her virginity has been lost. RETURN
Why should I blindly search for them
The meaning of the Hebrew ‘oṭeyah, rendered here as ‘blindly search’, is
uncertain. A number of translations read ‘go astray’, ‘lose my way’, or
‘wander’, echoing the frequent biblical association between shepherding
and getting lost. Others read ‘wrap/veil/cover myself’, suggesting either
a physical or a figurative blindness, an inability to see the way clearly. I
follow Falk here [see Further Reading] in combining the two notions of
wandering and blindness. RETURN
You are like a mare, my darling, among the stallions of
Pharaoh’s chariots
A literal translation of the Hebrew (‘To a mare among the chariots of
Pharaoh, I liken you, my love’) presents a puzzling and potentially
offensive association between the adored woman and a mare. The point
of the comparison, though, becomes clearer when the function of mares
in ancient warfare is considered. Set loose in battle, especially if in heat,
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they could lure and distract the stallions harnessed to Pharaoh’s
chariots. Hence, the addition of the clarifying phrase ‘among the
stallions’ above. From this point of view, it is not simply the woman’s
beauty or regality that is suggested, but also her seductiveness and
power to tempt. RETURN

Let me lie among vine blossoms in a bed of apricots
It seems likely that the Hebrew evokes a primary meaning of physical
action, i.e. ‘prop me up’, ‘make my bed’, ‘cover me’, rather than the
traditional, more inward meaning of
‘sustain/refresh/comfort/strengthen [me]. RETURN

those loops of hair, that string of shells
The Hebrew terms torim and ḥaruzim are difficult to interpret. Torim
has been variously translated as ‘ornaments/plaited wreaths/plaited
hair/braids’. The word ḥaruzim, which occurs only once in the Bible (a
hapax legomenon), is particularly problematic. It is usually taken to refer
to a string of beads/pearls/shells, worn around the neck. RETURN

you will never wake or rouse us till our love has been fulfilled
Literally, the adjuration to the city women reads ‘that you do not or
never awaken and never arouse love until it desires’. Yet, after her
passionate expression of longing to be with her lover, this seems a
curious interruption, warning the city women not to arouse passion
prematurely. I follow Falk in preferring the reading, ‘Swear…that you
will never wake or rouse us till our love has been fulfilled.’ RETURN

My king lay down with me
The Hebrew word bi-msibbo is ambiguous, and has generated a range of
translations, from ‘at his table’, ‘on his couch’, to ‘sitting’, ‘leaning
back’, ‘reclining’, ‘lying down’. The intimacy of ‘lay down with me’ has
been preferred to the domesticity of ‘sat down at his table’. RETURN
I am the rose of Sharon, the lily of the valleys
The botanical identification of the two flowers mentioned as ḥavaṣṣelet
and šošannah has occasioned much debate. They have been variously
translated as rose, tulip, lily, crocus, hyacinth, narcissus, lotus,
wildflower. In the absence of any definitive identification, it has seemed
legitimate to retain ‘rose’ and ‘lily’ because of their powerful resonance
in biblical tradition. RETURN
Like a tree of apricots among thickets
The Hebrew tappuaḥ is commonly mis-translated as ‘apple’, even
though apples did not grow in biblical Palestine. Recent botanical
commentary suggests the tappuaḥ may have been a quince or, more
likely, an apricot. RETURN
and raised his banner over me, which is love
The Hebrew term diglo has generated substantial debate: between those
who interpret the word as meaning ‘flag, banner’, and those who read it
as denoting ‘glance, gaze, look’, and by extension ‘intent’, ‘intention’
(i.e. ‘he gazed at me with love’, or ‘his intention towards me was love’). I
have opted for the former meaning, seeing in the words a sense both of
triumph and exultation (‘raised his banner…’), and of intimate
protectiveness (‘…over me, which is love’). RETURN
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CATCH US THE FOXES, THE LITTLE FOXES THAT RAID OUR VINEYARDS
NOW, WHEN THE VINES HAVE BEGUN TO BLOSSOM

Vineyards are a frequent symbol in the Song of female sexuality, here
perceived in a time of first blossoming, and thus of particular
vulnerability. The foxes can be seen as male, hostile marauders who
threaten female beauty and virginity. Much more enigmatic, though, are
the identities of the speaker(s) and the addressee(s), and the relation of
this verse to its context. RETURN
he who feasts among the lilies with his flock
The Hebrew verb ra’ah can be applied both to a shepherd tending his
flock, and to the sheep actually grazing. I try to capture both senses in
‘he who feasts among the lilies with his flock.’ RETURN
Before the day breaks, and the shadows of the night are gone
The phrase ve-nasu ha-ṣelalim (literally, ‘the shadows flee’) has
sometimes been interpreted as meaning ‘late afternoon’, i.e. before the
sun sets and all shadows disappear. It seems more natural, though, to
read the phrase in close conjunction with the one preceding, ‘ad šeyapuaḥ ha-yom (literally, ‘before the day breathes’), and to interpret
‘shadows’ as the darkness of the night. RETURN
Night after night in my bed
The phrase ba-leylot, literally ‘in the nights’, can mean ‘at night’ or
‘night after night’. In view of the passionate yearning depicted here,
‘night after night’ seems a more effective rendering. RETURN
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‘Have you seen him? Have you seen the one I love?’
The Hebrew literally reads ‘the one I love have you seen’, without any
introductory phrase such as ‘I asked them’. Together with the unusual
word order, with the object placed before the verb, the effect is, as the
Blochs [see Further Reading] point out, to heighten the sense of drama
and urgency. Hence, the almost breathless repetition of ‘have you
seen…?’, which I adopt from both the Blochs and Wolkstein [see Further
Reading]. RETURN
you will never wake or rouse us till our love has been fulfilled
See the commentary above on this identical phrase. RETURN
KING SOLOMON BUILT A PALACE
The Hebrew word ’appiryon is another hapax legomenon, occurring
nowhere else in the Old Testament. Although some translators have
construed it as referring to a portable structure (carriage, sedan chair,
litter, palanquin), the mention of its pillars and paved interiors almost
certainly indicate a fixed, and much larger structure. Hence, the choice
of ‘palace’ in this translation. RETURN
The eyes behind your veil
The enigmatic Hebrew word ṣammah has been interpreted in two
different ways: as referring to the woman’s hair, or to a veil that she
wears. I follow the majority of translations in preferring ‘veil’. RETURN
Each matches, and not one of them does not have a twin
The text allows two readings: all of the sheep have a twin, suggesting
the collective health and fecundity of the flock, or both the sheep and
the teeth are identical in shape, with none of them missing. RETURN
Like a slice of pomegranate, your brow behind your veil
Here translated as ‘brow’, the Hebrew raqqah could also mean cheek,
temple, forehead. The point of the comparison is commonly assumed to
be the colour of the pomegranate, yet the smoothness and especially the
shape of a slice of the fruit are equally plausible emphases. RETURN
Your neck is like the tower of David raised in splendour
The enigmatic hapax talpiyyot, as the Blochs point out [see Further
Reading], has given rise to a number of different interpretations. The
two most plausible are ‘built in courses/built in terraces’ (comparing the
rows of beads around the woman’s neck with a tower built in staggered
rows of stones), and ‘built magnificently/built to perfection’. In the
context of the woman’s neck, I have chosen the latter rather than the
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former reading, and have preferred ‘raised’ to ‘built’ as an appropriate
verb. RETURN
…from Lebanon…from Mount Amana’s peak, from Senir’s
summit and from Hermon’s heights…
Although the mountains and natural environment mentioned here are
part of the physical geography of ancient Israel, the verse is almost
certainly to be read symbolically rather than literally. The woman and
her lover are not literally in the mountains, close to lions and leopards.
But they are in positions of danger, inaccessible should help be needed,
whilst at the same time being part of a majestic beauty. RETURN
my sister and bride
As in the note above, the Hebrew ’aḥoti kallah (literally, ‘my sister,
bride’) should be interpreted metaphorically rather than literally.
Neither term implies either a sibling relationship or a wedding
ceremony. Rather, both are terms of intimacy and endearment. RETURN
Your branches
There are two major interpretations of the Hebrew word šelaḥayik, a
hapax of uncertain meaning. One, deriving from šelaḥim (‘irrigation
channels’, ‘irrigated fields’), variously translates the term as ‘watered
fields’, ‘canal’, ‘groove’, ‘conduit’. The other, deriving from the root
verb šlḥ (meaning ‘to send, stretch out, extend’), renders the word as
‘spreading branches/boughs/roots’. In the light of the widespread use of
tree and plant images in the Song, I have preferred the latter reading.
RETURN

So eat, my friends, and drink till you are drunk with love.
There is some debate about the speaker of this call to enjoy earthly,
sensual pleasures. Some see it as addressed to the lovers by one or more
speakers outside the love relationship. The sentiments expressed,
though, are perfectly consonant with what the young man has just said,
and I have therefore translated them as continuing to come from his
mouth. RETURN
my heart began to pound
The Hebrew me‘ay hamu ‘alav literally means ‘my bowels
stirred/churned/rumbled for him’, the bowels being seen by the ancient
Hebrews as the seat of the emotions. The closest equivalent in English
literary convention is the heart, hence its adoption here. RETURN
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My lover is as white as milk, as red as wine
A relatively free rendering of the Hebrew ṣaḥ ve-’adom, which literally
means ‘white and red’. The Blochs [see Further Reading] translate the
phrase as ‘my beloved is milk and wine’. I try to draw the two colours
and substances together in the similes ‘as white as milk, as red as wine.’

greater ecstasy, while the other is more questioning and even aggressive
in its tone of voice. RETURN

RETURN

as wondrous as the constellations of the stars
The enigmatic word nidgalot, which occurs twice in this chapter but
nowhere else in the Bible, has commonly been translated as ‘ranked
phalanxes’, ‘army with banners’, ‘ranks of flags’. In the context,
however, a military simile seems almost entirely mis-placed. Falk [see
Further Reading] interprets the word as meaning ‘visions’, whilst the
Blochs [see Further Reading] read it as referring to the awe-inspiring
prominence of the stars. Though their version reads rather woodenly
(‘daunting as the stars in their courses!’), I have chosen their general
approach in the light of the enchanted wonder that suffuses this verse.
RETURN

Before I realised it, I had been set upon the chariot of the greatest
of my people
Almost universally, this verse is acknowledged to be the most difficult,
if not impossible, to translate in the entire Song. It has generated vastly
different interpretations, countless proposed emendations, and has at
times been omitted as simply untranslatable. There is no doubt that the
text is, at best, singularly garbled and, at worst, corrupt beyond
intelligible meaning. Both Pope and the Blochs [see Further Reading]
offer a detailed account of the individual phrases that make up the
verse. The translation offered here, it goes without saying, is tentative
in the extreme. RETURN
DANCE FOR US, WOMAN OF JERUSALEM. DANCE, AND DANCE AGAIN, SO
THAT WE MAY WATCH YOU DANCING.
WHY DO YOU GAZE AT THE WOMAN OF JERUSALEM AS SHE WHIRLS
BETWEEN THE TWO ROWS OF OUR DANCERS?

The difficulties of the preceding verse spill over into this. There is no
consensus among translators about who is speaking these words, who
the other participants in the dance are, where the dance is taking place,
what its exact movements are, or what indeed is the meaning of the
verse. I try to draw some sense from the confusion by positing two
(groups of?) voices, which respond differently to the woman who is
dancing between them. One group urges her on to dance in an ever
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Your face ‒ a tower of Lebanon that looks towards Damascus
The Hebrew ’appekh, here translated as ‘your face’, has often been
rendered as ‘your nose’. But although the comparison of the woman’s
nose to a tower may refer to its elegant straightness, the effect of the
simile (‘a towering nose’ or ‘a nose like a tower’) is close to ludicrous.
Hence, the choice here of a face that majestically looks forth from its
elevated height towards Damascus. RETURN
The way the locks stream down
The Hebrew word rehaṭim is enigmatic but is generally interpreted as a
metaphor for ‘hair’, especially hair that falls or streams down. RETURN
which smoothly flows into my lover and past his sleeping lips
Since the Hebrew word dodi means a male lover, it is clearly plausible to
interpret these words as a playful interruption by the woman, though
the Hebrew meaning is far from clear, even so. The first phrase holekh
le-dodi le-meyšarim literally means ‘going to my lover smoothly’, the
second dovev śifte yešenim ‘gliding over/stirring the lips of sleepers’.
Many emendations to the original have been proposed in an attempt to
find a coherent meaning, though none have succeeded. The version
above tries to salvage as much natural sense from the words as possible.
RETURN

and she would teach me
The original telammedeni can mean either ‘she would teach me’ or ‘you
[i.e. the man] would teach me.’ I have preferred the consistency of ‘my
mother/she’, rather than the unexplained shift of reference in ‘my
mother/you’. RETURN
WE HAVE A YOUNG SISTER… IF SHE IS A WALL… IF SHE IS A DOOR…

Another notoriously enigmatic passage, about which there is little
consensus. Questions about the identity of the speakers, and of the
‘young sister’ to whom they refer, have elicited no agreement among
commentators. Even more problematic are the metaphoric hypotheses
‘if she is a wall’, ‘if she is a door’. Some critics see the images as
relatively synonymous, ‘wall’ and ‘door’ being architectural features
that the speakers offer to adorn to make the ‘young sister’ more
attractive to potential suitors. But the prevalent view is that ‘wall’ and
‘door’ are antithetical images, the impenetrable ‘wall’ suggesting
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chastity, the opening ‘door’ suggesting, at the very least, an accessibility
that has to be boarded up by planks of wood. RETURN
Baal Hamon
Literally, ba‘al hamon means ‘owner of great wealth’, which could be an
invented place-name alluding to Solomon. But whether such a place or a
vineyard actually existed is unknown. RETURN
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